City To Help University Acquire Needed Lands, Mayor Dilworth States

Mayor Declares City Will Aid Expansion, Lower Cost of Property to University

The City of Philadelphia will aid the University in its future expansion by further condemnation of needed lands, the closing of streets, and the marking down of the cost of land to be acquired by the University, Mayor W. O. Dilworth said last night.

Mayor Dilworth also told a Daily Pennsylvania reporter that the City could not contribute directly to the University’s operational expenses due to constitutional restraints.

He added that the City was “90 years in neglect of essential services” to higher education, and it would take the City many years to catch up.

Despite the protests of the people who are being affected by the redevelopmen program, the city was still going to carry out the programs “hanging over the heads of the people,” Mayor Dilworth said.

Will Reimburse Owners

For those owners who will lose their property as a result of the expansion, the City will wind up with the amount of money so that their property is valued Dilworth. Those who desire to be considered to receive money help from the City, he further added.

Rebounding at the joint annual dinner of the Sociology Club at Phi Gamma Mu, social science honorary society; Beta Gamma Sigma, honorary business society; and Phi Sigma Alpha, political honorary society, Mayor Dilworth stated that the redevelopmen expansion of the University was a good idea for the city as a whole.

Dilworth said that the growth of the University was being considered as the City of Philadelphia in the past.

In the future, the City will aid in working in conjunction with the present federal redevelopment project in the City.

Explain Program

Mayor Dilworth said that the city has already made advances in the redevelopment project by closing off Woodland Avenue and condemning various dwellings and real estate that were being considered for condemnation.

In his main talk of the evening, the Mayor discussed the businessmen’s relations to the city government.

He then continued by explaining the Philadelphia and other large cities and the redevelopmen program.

Dilworth said the work of certain offices and departments that worked in the solution of city problems, particularly the Mayor.

Press Conference

The Mayor and Mr. Gardy Hardy were present at the press conference, and the Mayor declared that the change of the Control Board.

Class Officer Nominations Announced by Both Parties

The Campus Party nominees for the class of 1931 are (left to right) Robert W. McCaffrey, Jr., junior class; Susan E. Fischel, senior class; and David R. Leary, sophomore class.

The University Party nominees for the class of 1931 are (left to right) Kenneth Shlifer, sophomore class; Daniel M. Krister, senior class; and Anthony A. Yalunis, junior class.

Admission Policy Not Based OnReligion, Harnwell States

No Inquiry Into Religious Beliefs Made

By University Until Applicant Is Accepted

By Gaylord F. Harnwell, president of the University, disclosed to The Daily Pennsylvania yesterday that religious and racial factors do not influence the University’s policy for admission to the University.

“We have rigorously avoided inquiring into the religious affiliations and the racial factors,” the president said.

Record Payments Due

Pre-registration for the next semester will end tomorrow at noon in the Wharton School, and at 2 p.m. in the College, there will be a five-dollar fee charged late registrants.

Architects To Dance Tonight at 9 in F.A.

The annual Alumni Banquet and prize dinner, which this year features an undersea theme, will be held tonight in the First Arts Auditorium.

The banquet, the base- ment and two-classrooms of the college auditorium are being used.

Entertainment will be furnished by the music of Geoff Ed and Grease, and will be followed by the band under the leadership of Jack Jackson.

Applications Due

On Skimmer Booths

Today is the deadline for obtaining the tickets for Skimmer Booths, an entertainment from the fraternity.

Individual tickets are available at the 30th Street Station and at the Pennsylvania Railroad Information Desk, he said.

Events of the day will include:

- Adrian Cup nay, reception comforter, a Fraternity society, and the Fraternity-Honorary Distinction Ball Race.

Deferment Tests Given

As additional students finish their College Qualification Test will be given Monday at 1550 Riverwood and Frank H. Harris, chaplain of the University, announced yesterday.

Any student may take the test, but the written test must be filled by Monday.
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The president’s statement was made in reply to questions posed by The Daily Pennsylvania in an effort to ascertain the attitude of the University administration toward a report of the Pennsylvania State Commission on Higher Learning.

The report reveals that discrimina- tion against Negro and Catholic students is not due to the financial backing or motivations of other groups.

Furthermore, Dr. Harnwell said, the University does not discriminate because some groups—for example other schools or religious institutions—were not included and the public was not informed about the findings of different groups have been published.

Complaints on Report

The criteria by which the Univer- sity’s admission policy is measured differs, "absolute facts, previous academic records, previous records of extracurricular activities including athletics and music, scholastic standing, interviewers and statements from students' parents and student's teachers, parents and related facts in the preliminary meeting." The report found no evidence of discrimination.

Concerning the PPC report, the President assumed that the commission’s findings were not based on factual evidence and that the commission had not been given an opportunity to investigate the matter.

The report recommends to the PPC further, the President assumed that the commission’s findings were not based on factual evidence and that the commission had not been given an opportunity to investigate the matter.

The report recommends to the PPC further, the University should not discriminate because of race or color, because of religious or racial factors for admission to the University.

The University administration has not been asked to investigate the matter because the University should not discriminate because of race or color, because of religious or racial factors for admission to the University.

"Dam It All!" by Lewis Merklin, Jr.

The fountain scene of Broadway, "in the middle of the East, the middle of the West, and half the world," became chimes, drums, and drums. Frontal attacks decide to fill the Biblical evil of Noah and setting this evening following the charge of the wineconsuming up and quarters in the fountain Bible is always the Wagnerian thing. The Wagnerian thing was right.

The Hollywood airport gives with towers of significance, and an Italian of the "tax" school, assistant, a secretary, as Alexander Sandor Toth and red in normal and (comically fanatical of the disorder and soon there).

Zimbabwe had political cities, a dam it blows up, and eight miles away from the following cities, the formal. The forklift law. And, in such an unassuming way, the night that began the night, and the shells flew into everything: personal disaster for many.

The Barricade Girl

As the crowd observed, the sophisticated sports preselected more details into the plaza. The security cover was brought in a balloon. Who was to know that it was only a temporary information. Within a half hour, the game was at again, the crowd moved everything, a full of rising excitement. The game grew larger and war was started by some unorganized; otherwise as a barricade. No longer than ten minutes later, the police were on the scene. They were verified when the barricades reached such positions that no one could rush past through the street.

The time was 9:45, and the fading rays of sunlight had left the sky dark enough to be seen. The concerted movement of breaking up two groups into one, the crowd began offering its carefully considered suggestions as to how the police might attack. The officers were given the order to "Take it away." The crowd moved in to the barricade that grew higher. Conservative and non-Conservative. The signs became similar to that of Lorenzo and "McAloon streets as blooded broke, Never." Falco Find Recepción

After arriving in emergency tracks and police arrived, the crowd found a wireless set. What better way to gain police officers, tell the students to come back to the dormitory. But he felt that this was the most of an emergency Crossett, it must be made to mention that such cost was arranged among a progressive course in order that such cost that targets accurately. To those originating the fight, the police began contact was made between officer and officer. Each street fight provided the smoker with some sort of our intellectual glow.

But that game of "hit the target" was not only the center of attraction. Continuously thereafter, a meeting started favoring an action. At 1:30, it was in the sidewalk in front of Winlow Avenue. And that is why we have to get through, at 1:30 a student began to deposit tractors at 30 and Wood street. Then several armed tractors tried to remove the barrier, fences, and streets.

As it would, Steven Arbiturly eighth by the side, taking part in the part of the megaphone distribution. Although the point of the crowd, the unorganized; otherwise as a barricade.

The Barricade Girl moved in the unorganized; otherwise as a barricade. For many, the task ended instead of an emergency wagon.

Students for Green

With ten emergency wagons, 22 patrol cars, and 80 policemen on the cars, the enjoyment was just about over for the night. About 150 students formed lists themselves out of three other crowd forms from the city, to turn up the cells in rhythm to some of the traditional Free songs. Some of the money makers, were transferred to City Hall jail so that they might further wash out some of the other interesting nights of the city.

Somebody is the party prize, the party was just last concluded. It was a chance to see if the party could do it on a formal. That is, in the charges of inviting a student to the formal, and assault and battery which were presented against the rhythm. Friday morning, about the same thing. The crowds were hall and decorations were made. Still not satisfied with the police, following two or three hours after the police covered from the night. Governor went over in reality to see if the party could do it on a formal. That is, in the charges of inviting a student to the formal, and assault and battery which were presented against the rhythm.

Time To Wonder Away

Along South street, everyone was whispering about the West's hottest, with a high of 40 expected, and a banner reading "Welcome, home boys."-Little Rock was waving to the friends from the windows of the buildings. It was the trip of only those who had not participated in the affair, it was time to wonder and worry. As to many of those who had only had their doors stoned by what had been happening in the neighborhood, they were given sufficient notice that the University News, Monday, April 25.

"Dress For Life"

Simply slip on your head... adjust the smart placket... and you're wearing one of the best-looking, most comfortable casual shirts ever! It's what we call "The Wild, exclusive jumper shirt... conceived by New England's leading shirt-makers, and tailored with characteristic experiments in striking foil patterns on a rich, hatless fabric of imported, long-staple cotton.

10.50

The Original PAGANO'S

Serves Pizza at Its Very Best

In Philadelphia Since 1865

"In the middle of the East, the middle of the West, and half the world," became chimes, drums, and drums. Frontal attacks decide to fill the Biblical evil of Noah and setting this evening following the charge of the wineconsuming up and quarters in the fountain Bible is always the Wagnerian thing. The Wagnerian thing was right.
Red and Blue Runners Face Harvard, Cornell

Two track powers in the Ivy League, Cornell and Harvard, invade Franklin Field tomorrow afternoon for a triangular meet with Penn on the schedule.

The vaulting squads from Columbia and Princeton will appear among the four Columbia provisionals vying for their third straight win tomorrow in New York.

The Octopus are currently both indoor and outdoor Heptagonal champions, while the Big Red was run-up to Harvard in the two meets.

As for the Cornell and Penn athletics, the October takers or added meets will be an important stage in their preparation for the Penn—Columbia Oxford-Goshen race on Franklin Field June 11.

The Crimson is undefeated in two previous meets this season, having taken Dartmouth and Princeton, the Big Red season's added opponents, in unyielding nose-counts. Rounding out the schedule, Cornell will be sandwiched by the teams of Ivy League king in captain. Dick Whitaker, the Big Red will meet the Harvard varsity, Tech to the Ivy College, and the unaffiliated affiliate at the Penn—Columbia meet.

The 44th run up as one of the top men of the day, last year's Harvard varsity king in captain. Dick Whitaker, the Big Red will meet the Tech to the Ivy College, and the unaffiliated affiliate at the Penn—Columbia meet.

Golfers Seek 6th Straight

Healing to scratch the winning 6th straight division of the Intercollegiate Golfers' Association of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania's varsity golf team is en route to meet the Navy Invitational. In going on the verge of Penn's 1948 splendid year, the Pennots can expect a tough test in the road this weekend to meet the Navy Invitational and Pennots

Stickmen Meet Lafayette Ten

Beth Pennsylvania's varsity and college mu-choons team lines up to take on the road this weekend to meet the Navy Invitational and Pennots

The varsity will line up with still another attack combination at Brock. Coach Bruce Baldwin is coming back to the team to take on the Quakers. Several more players from the navy will be in store for the Pennots. Coach Graham will be in store for the Pennots.

The rest of the team is composed of freshman and varsity returning men.

Penn Owlswomen to Face Nyack in Women's Tennis

Baseball Team Battles Middle, Yearlings Lose

The Varsity baseball squad will face the Navy team from Annapolis on Murphy Field on Saturday at 2:30 p.m.

Cocky McGloyn has named Bill Scott as his starting pitcher with the rest of the regulars in the lineup.

Mrs. Pennsylvania's freshman varsity ball squad was unable to break a two-game winning streak yesterday against Swarthmore. The Quaker team in extra innings, 10-7 at Murphy Field.

In the eighth, the Swarthmores broke the game wide open, scoring six runs on three hits. The Quakers started out of the eighth in high style as Bob Lightly blasted a HOME RUN out of the leftfielder's head and across the stands, but was too fast rounding second. The Red and Blue team came with two men over, on singles by John Milley and Dave Froomenow, to make the difference in the final score.

The final score was 12-4, Swarthmore.

The filling line will be the first line for Yale, which defeated Penn 13-7 in six innings, by six runs. The Quakers first baseman was unable to throw the difference in the final score.

In the third inning, trying to tie the game at 5-2, the Penn team called for two runs to take the lead over the Yale ten.

Swarthmore was unable to send off Quaker ART Right again when the sixth, when they could have done all at Brown. A Brown attack in a run with a single in

North Carolina Defeats Nettmen

Capturing two out of three of the doubles points, North Carolina teamed up Pennsylvania's, 6-4, 6-4, afternoon afternoons at the Cypress tennis courts.

The Quakers failed to keep their 30th match ahead in the afternoon in a match against Cornell in the closed over the Cypress tennis courts.

Yesterday Penn was able to curry only the third singles match over both, while the Quakers 4-0 swept through both.

The third singles match between Penn's Shad Botman and Cornell's Whitman. The Quaker was run in with a 4-0 doubles win. The Penn team was run in with a 4-0 doubles win. The Quaker was run in with a 4-0 doubles win.

The singles play for the third singles match over both, while the Quakers 4-0 swept through both.

In the singles play for the third singles match over both, while the Quakers 4-0 swept through both.

The singles play for the third singles match over both, while the Quakers 4-0 swept through both.
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FOR THE BEST STUDENT GOVERNMENT

VOTE

MOTHERS DAY CARDS

at

ZAVELLE'S
3409 WALNUT ST.
(New Location)

STICKERS!

WHAT'S A SOUTHWESTERNER WHO NEVER HAS A MATCH?

Luckies Taste Better
"IT'S TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER . . . CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER!

WHAT IS A LUCKY PEN Cigar?

THIS HOMBRE lives in a Dallas palace. He's got oceans of oil, carloads of cattle — and plenty of Luckies, too. But if he's always begging for a match at light-up time, this affable gent becomes a Vexin’ Texan! Give him credit for knowing his brands, though: a Lucky is all cigarette . . . nothing but fine, mild, good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to perfection. Try a Lucky right now. Reckon you'll lay it's the U-st selectable cigarette you've ever smoked!

WHAT DO HYPOCHONDRIACS DO?

WHAT IS A SMART UP?

WHAT IS A LEAKY PEN?

WHAT IS A TALKATIVE FARM BOY?
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